
PRIVATE MONEY LENDER 
LINE OF CREDIT FIX AND FLIP!!! 

It is our pleasure to present you with opportunities regarding our investment property 
products. 

Remember, we require a minimum credit score of 620 and also need to document at 
least $50K in liquid assets(seasoned for 2 months). See below a list of items needed to 
set up your Line of Credit. WE WILL EXTEND YOU AN EXPOSURE LIMIT OF $500,000 
and lend up to 90% of the acquisition cost and 90% of the rehab budget (if desired). 

Again, we looking to do business with investors and developers like yourself. Our goal 
is to help you maximize your  

on-hand cash while providing you the ability to quickly execute purchase contracts. We 
also offer the ability to refinance your investment properties into a long term loan once 
rehab is complete if desired. 

To move forward, and get Conditional Approval/Term Sheet for your Exposure Line of 
Credit please return the following: 

1. Track records for the last 5 years owned, sold or hold properties with a final gross 
value (we will provide with REO schedule of real estate). 

2. 60 days of bank statements or quarterly statement (all pages) to verify Liquid 
Assets you intend to use to qualify (Checking, Saving, Money Market, Bonds, CD, 
Stock, Roth IRA) 

3. Borrower/Business Application&Guarantor Application ( we provide by request). 
4. Copy of Driver Licence 
5. LLC information :  

Copy of Articles of Organization 
Copy of Operating agreement 
EIN IRS Certificate 
Please call us for any questions regarding the line of credit for Fix and Flip and 
Fix and Hold and Fix and Construction. Base on total liquid assets in a bank we 
open you a line of credit TIME 10. 
$100K will give you $1 million. 
$200K will give you $2 million 
UP TO 4million total line of credit 

We don’t ask your tax returns documents. We just base on FICO score MIN 620, and 
experience in real estate in the past 5 years. 

 

Lenard Nelson                                                                                        Aleksandr Kruchakov 

Ph: 310-365-3987                                                                                 Ph: 954-536-9231 

Lenardn@gmail.com                                                                          DrAleks65@gmail.com 

 




















